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Code No. 804.4  

Weapons Emergency Actions  

April 10, 1999  

Supplement to Emergency Policy:  

1. In the event of a weapon or firearm discovered at school in a threatening circumstance, the 

following actions shall be taken:  

a. Using quickest means available the personnel confronted with the situation should 

notify the building principal. He/she should be at the scene as soon as possible. Notify 

second in charge if this is not possible. This should be previously arranged at the 

beginning of each school year and all staff notified. Notify the superintendent.  

b. Call 911 and get a law enforcement official and an emergency unit.  

c. Call the parent and get them on the scene as soon as possible.  

d. Call the school nurse.  

e. Call the school counselor.  

f. Teachers should get all children away from the area — preferably into their rooms, for 

their safety.  

g. Keep the child having possession of the weapon or firearm isolated, try to keep the 

person calm, try to talk the child into putting the weapon on the ground and walking 

away from it.  

h. Upon arrival of the law officer solicit his or her involvement in disarming the student. 

The child should be searched by appropriate same sex personnel to determine if 

another weapon might be on the child’s person.  

 

2. Once the child has been isolated and weapon or weapons secured, the parent should be 

informed that it will be necessary – and their permission is needed – to take the child to 

receive medical attention. (The EMT will probably insist on this.) Let the officer and emergency 

personnel determine where the child should be taken and let them determine the 

transportation arrangement. This should be their responsibility and not that of school 

personnel.  

 

3. A note should be sent home with all children informing parents of the incident or threat so 

that the truth is known and rumors stifled. Names should not be used in this bulletin.  

 

4. The teachers should talk to their students if they were involved or if they knew enough about 

the incident to be upset or worried. They should talk to the building principal to be sure of 

facts before doing so. This should be done with the purpose of calming and alleviating their 

fears and concerns. Parents may need to be called for some students.  

 

5. The building principal should remain at the building to help calm and comfort students, staff, 

and parents who may come to the school with concerns.  

 

6. The Board of Education will be notified at the earliest convenience and a meeting held within 

five days to determine disciplinary action.  

 

7. *The procedure may vary under different circumstances. If, for example, it is reported that a 

student has a weapon or firearm in their possession or locker, one should so notify the 

principal who may alter these procedures as the student is called in for questioning.*  

 

 


